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Introduction:  The area chosen for study is the 

Samodiva Mons (volcano; 13.6º N, 291.0º E) and sur-

rounding areas (Fig. 1), which is located east of Beta 

Regio (major plume center) [1], and at the southern 

end of Hyndla regio, a flat-topped highland consisting 

mostly of tesserae [2]. Tesserae are the stratigraphical-

ly oldest units and typically complexly deformed [3], 

and may derive from a time when Venus had a more 

Earth-like climate [4].  However, the volcanism of 

Samodiva Mons and surrounding areas occurred after a 

proposed great climate change transition [5,6] to the 

present hyper warm (450 ºC), with high CO2 concen-

tration (96%) and high atmospheric pressures (90 times 

that of Earth). As a consequence, there has been no 

significant erosion during or subsequent to emplace-

ment of the volcanic and tectonic features of the 

Samodiva region. Therefore, the primary characteris-

tics of the flows are preserved. Thus, Venus provides a 

complimentary view of terrestrial Large Igneous Prov-

ince (LIP) volcanism for which erosion has typically 

exposed the deeper parts of the plumbing system [7]. 

The Samodiva area is within Quadrangle V-29 and 

1:500,000 scale mapping of this quadrangle begun [8] 

but not completed.  In the catalogue of Crumpler and 

Aubele (2000) Samodiva is classified as an unnamed 

Arachnoid (subclass of corona) that is listed as being 

70 km in diameter [9]. This measurement refers to the 

upper portion of the Samodiva edifice.  Figure 2 indi-

cates an overall width of the edifice of 150 km and a 

central summit caldera 25 km in diameter. 

Research goals: 1) Detailed mapping of the graben 

fissure systems of the area which will be grouped into 

sets (interpreted to represent dyke swarms). Crosscut-

ting relationships will reveal the relative of those asso-

ciated with Samodiva Mons with respect to those that 

belonging to other magmatic centers (e.g. Zhivana 

corona, to the west); 

2) Detailed mapping of the lava flows associated 

with Samodiva Mons to determine their emplacement 

history, and to identify their specific sources, including 

those which are being fed from the radiating graben 

system (dyke swarm); 

3) Assess the timing of central summit collapse to 

identify which flows or dykes were fed from summit 

collapse (and emptying of an underlying magma 

chamber); 

4) Mapping of the surrounding units to understand 

the regional context for emplacement of the Samodiva 

Mons event. 

5) Assessment of variation in the areal extent of 

magmatism over time (from crosscutting relationships) 

can be used to estimate the magnitude of CO2 and SO2 

release over time associated with the Samodiva event 

and thus contribute to our understanding of the evolu-

tion of the Venusian atmosphere over time. 

Initial mapping results for Goal 1 are shown in 

Figure 3. Three sets of grabens (interpreted to repre-

sent dyke swarms) have been mapped so far: the radi-

ating (yellow) and circumferential swarm (white) are 

both directly associated with Samodiva Mons, but a 

third NNW-trending swarm (blue) is unrelated and 

likely belongs to a different magmatic center located 

along strike outside the study area either to the NNW 

or SSE. 
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Figure 1 – Samodiva Mons region, the focus of this mapping. See also Zhivana corona. Kaisa, Rosa Bonuer, and 

Iondra are impact craters. The tesserae in the northern part of the image is the southern portion of Hyndla regio. Im-

age from JMARS [10]. 290° E longitude and 10° N latitude lines are shown. 

 

 
Figure 2 – E-W section across the central edifice of Samodiva which has an elevation of 1,250 m, a width of about 

150 km and a summit caldera about 25 km wide and about 500 m deep. Inset shows location of E-W profile; S = 

center of Samodiva Mons. 
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Figure 3 – Closer look to the studied area (a) and initial mapping of graben fissure systems of Samodiva Mons (b). 

The yellow lines represent an overall radiating dyke swarm and the blue NNW-trending lines represent a swarm that 

is unrelated to Samodiva Mons and is inferred to be linked to a separate center outside the area either to the NNW or 

to the SSE. A set of circumferential graben surrounds the Samodiva Mons center with a radius up to 60 km and 

likely represents a circumferential dyke swarm. A radiating system of flows is also visible and will be the focus of 

the second stage of detailed mapping of this research. 
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